February 3, 2015

UCI Math Circle

Dear Professor Alessandra and Math Circle Team,

I would like to thank you for the great program you run! My son, Clemence is attending Middle School Math Circle, and he cannot wait till next meeting.

In this busy school life, all parents and students are focusing get a correct answer for the math problems, never think about it! UCI Math circle empowers the children beyond 1+1. Sometimes it becomes very challengeable as we are not trained to think, we become just answer solver. However, with this program, Clemence is thinking the process and "why". That's priceless.

I hope you will keep run this program so that Clemence and other children can enjoy the real world of Math – and find the joy of quest to find the solution. You are raising a future Thinker.

Thank you again for all your hard work and dedication.

Sincerely,

Sunny Yi – Clemence's Mom